ABSTRACT Recently, Danilewicz et al. have proposed two strict-sense nonblocking structures of switching fabrics, called Space-Wavelength-Space 1 and Space-Wavelength-Space 2, for elastic optical network nodes. This paper considers one of the two previously presented structures. The node uses a three-stage switching fabric that applies space switching in the first and third stages and wavelength switching in the second stage (an S-W-S switching fabric). In elastic optical networks, an optical path can use a frequency slot spread over m adjacent frequency slot units. Such a connection is called an m-slot connection. In this paper, a more general case is presented in which conversion in the middle-stage switches can be made for one of the different domains (frequency, time, etc.). However, the m-slot connections are a basis for the presented theory. This theory concerns space-conversion-space (S-C-S) switching fabrics in which conversion can be performed for different domains. Danilewicz et al. considered S-W-S switching fabrics in which 1 m m max . For the S-C-S switching fabrics discussed in this paper, we derive and prove strict-sense nonblocking conditions when m-slot connections are set up, in which m min m m max . Strict-sense nonblocking conditions are derived for asymmetrical S-C-S switching fabrics. In addition, wide-sense nonblocking conditions for switching fabrics with functional decomposition of center-stage switches are presented. It is shown that the wide-sense nonblocking switching fabrics may require less than a half of the switches in the middle-stage compared with the strict-sense nonblocking switching fabrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demands of the growing Internet are often satisfied by adding more routers, more or faster links, and more switching capacity [1] . In view of the prediction of the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR, years 2015-2020) that IP traffic will be equal to 22% [2] , such an approach to sustaining the IP core network expansion might not be enough. The annual global IP traffic at the end of 2016 already exceeded the zettabyte threshold [2] ; therefore, new ways of increasing network throughput are required. For example, elastic
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Engang Tian. optical networks (EONs) are a new approach to using the available bandwidth more intelligently and therefore more efficiently [3] .
EONs are an example of signal multiplexing, and multiplexing is a method of transmission of multiple signals over a shared medium [4] - [7] . Different methods of multiplexing are used in telecommunication networks. We distinguish (a) space-division multiplexing (SDM), in which signals are sent through different links [4] ; (b) frequencydivision multiplexing (FDM), in which signals are sent in a single medium using different bandwidths [5] ; (c) timedivision multiplexing (TDM), in which a link is shared in time and signals are sent in different time intervals called time slots [6] ; and (d) wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), in which signals are sent through optical fibers using different wavelengths [7] .
The transmission method used enforces the use of an appropriate switching technique. We can distinguish switching nodes equipped with switching fabrics according to their multiplexing method, i.e., space-division, frequencydivision, time-division, and wavelength-division switching fabrics. In TDM, link capacity is divided into a number of time slots. Every connection can occupy a number of time slots (e.g., one, two, or any number of slots less than or equal to the total number of slots in a link) depending on the required transmission speed. Such connections are called multirate connections [8] .
Usually, multirate connection can use any slot among the available slots in a link. Let us consider an example presented in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1a , the classical approach is presented, in which a connection that requires 3 slots (connection A) is set up from the input link to the output link using slots numbers 1, 3, and 4 at the output site. Slot number 2 in the output link is occupied by another connection (B) in this example. Generally, multislot connections can occupy nonadjacent slots in this solution. However, there are some transmission and switching techniques that limit multirate connections only to continuous (adjacent) slots. Such an example is presented in Fig. 1b , in which the connection from the input site can be switched only to continuous slot numbers 3, 4, and 5 at the output site. An example of a technique in which continuous slot connections are considered is the variable-length-packet fixed-length-slot solution [9] .
Continuous slot connections can be realized not only in TDM systems. An EON is an example of a network in which continuous multislot connections must be set up [3] , [10] . For example, in EONs, an optical channel can have different spectral widths, according to its needs such as required transmission speed, distance, path quality, or modulation scheme [3] , [11] , [12] . Therefore, in EONs, link capacity is divided into several 12.5 GHz fixed-width frequency slots called frequency slot units (FSUs) [7] . Connections that requires bandwidths greater than 12.5 GHz can spread over a number of FSUs. However, these FSUs must be adjacent. Switching techniques in an EON must take into account this constraint and work according to the general rules shown in Fig. 1b .
The slot-adjacency constraint has an impact on the combinatorial properties of the switching nodes. With strict-sense nonblocking (SSNB) switching nodes, it is always possible to establish any connection between an idle input and an idle output regardless of the path-searching algorithm used. Switching nodes can also be wide-sense nonblocking (WSNB) when it is always possible to establish any connection between an idle input and an idle output but when a special path-searching algorithm must be used. In the switching theories, other nonblocking operations (e.g. rearrangeable and repackable) as well as blocking operations of switching nodes are considered, but in this paper only SSNB and WSNB conditions are presented [4] .
SSNB three-stage Close-based switching fabrics for timedomain operations have been considered by many authors, for example in [8] , [13] - [16] . In the solutions considered, converting switches (see Fig. 1 ) were used in all stages. Moreover, such switching fabrics for continuous slot connections were discussed in [4] , [13] . The WSNB conditions for multirate connections were presented in [4] , [13] , [14] .
Recently, two general structures of switching fabrics for EONs have been proposed [11] , [12] . The first architecture considered is called W-S-W (wavelength-space-wavelength) switching fabric, in which in the first and third stages, converting switches are placed and space switches are located in the middle stage [12] . Two versions of W-S-W switching fabrics were considered. The first one, called WSW1, contains only one space switch in the middle stage, while the second one called WSW2, has several space switches in the middle stage. Kabaciński and others have proposed strict-sense (SSNB) and wide-sense nonblocking (WSNB) conditions for W-S-W switching fabrics [12] , [17] . They have proven that WSNB switching fabrics can be a good solution because of serious bandwidth savings in interstage links in comparison with SSNB fabrics. However, WSNB switching fabrics require a specialized control algorithm.
The second general architecture is called S-W-S (spacewavelength-space) switching fabric [11] . In this architecture, space switches are placed in the first and third stages, and converting switches are used in the middle stage. Similarly to W-S-W switching fabrics, two variants of S-W-S structures are considered. In the first one, called SWS1, only one space switch is present in the first stage, and only one space switch is placed in the third stage. The second variant, called SWS2, is provided with several space switches in the first and third stages. Danilewicz and others have proven SSNB conditions for SWS1 and SWS2 fabrics in which one-slot connections are allowed [11] . SSNB and WSNB conditions for symmetrical SWS1 and for m min 1 and m max were presented in [18] . In this paper, we assume that transmission systems use slotted media. We present a general solution in which the type of multiplexing domain is not important. It can be frequency, time, or any other type of multiplexing. We will use a general term, domain, to describe the slotted nature of the media. Medium is split into domain slot units (DSUs). A single connection can occupy multiple DSUs: when m adjacent DSUs are used, the connection is called an m-slot connection [11] .
In this paper, we consider a more general case of a strictsense nonblocking asymmetrical SCS1 structure in which m-slot connections are set up but m is limited between m min 1 and m max (see Section III). Such SSNB conditions will be used to prove WSNB conditions for asymmetrical SCS1 structures with functional decomposition of center stage switches.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a description of the SCS1 switching fabric architecture. Section III describes the concept of m-slot connections. In Section IV, notations and important definitions are presented. In the next section, assumptions for the construction of the worst-case scenario are described. Construction of the worst-case scenario is the foundation for the proofs of wide-sense nonblocking conditions.
The strict-sense nonblocking conditions for two types of multislot connections are derived in Section VI and Section VII. General SSNB conditions for every m-slot connection are described in Section VIII. Functional decomposition of middle-stage switches are presented in Section IX. In addition, wide-sense nonblocking conditions that are based on functional decomposition are derived in Section X. Conclusions are given in the last section.
II. S-C-S SWITCHING FABRICS ARCHITECTURES
The three-stage switching fabric architecture considered in this paper is presented in Fig. 2 . The asymmetrical architecture contains one space switch (S) in the first stage, one space switch in the third stage, and domain-depended conversion switches (DCS: marked in the figure as C switches) in the middle stage. The S switch in the first stage has q in 2 inlets and p outlets, while the S switch in the third stage has p inlets and q out 2 outlets. In the middle stage, each DCS has one inlet and one outlet. Inlet links and interstage links between the first-and second-stage switches have f in 2 DSUs, while interstage links between the middle-stage and output-stage switches and outlet links have f out 2 DSUs. The symmetrical switching fabric has q in = q out = q input and output links and f in = f out = f slots in every link, and can be considered as a special case of the asymmetrical switching fabric.
The switching fabric switches connections in space, in another domain used (i.e., frequency, time, etc.), and again in space; therefore, it is called an S-C-S switching fabric. The switching fabric has a capacity of N in = q in f in DSUs at the input and N out = q out f out DSUs at the output site. This switching fabric architecture is called SCS1.
III. m-SLOT CONNECTIONS
The switching fabric architecture considered in this paper switches continuous multislot connections. In contrast to the commonly considered multirate connections, the multislot connections considered in this paper are limited to connections performed in the subsequent neighboring slots. Such a constraint is present, for example, in elastic optical networks. This constraint results in the inability to use existing solutions (for multirate connections) directly for S-C-S switching fabrics.
Connections In this paper, nonblocking conditions are considered for the general case in which m max is limited to min {f in , f out } /2 and the minimum number of DSUs that is required by one m-slot connection can be greater than or equal to 1, i.e., 1 m min m m max min {f in , f out } /2 . These general nonblocking conditions will be used to present strict-sense and wide-sense nonblocking conditions for SCS1 switching fabrics.
To set up a connecting path from i [a] 
W out ∩ V out = ∅, and 3) at the input and output sites simultaneously when
is every connection that has not a single DSU index in common with C(i[a], j[b], m). Definition 5: A set of potential blocking connections
Similarly to the definition of blocking connections, let us denote the set of required DSUs indexes by connection
and DSUs indexes required by connections
Then
The number of blocking connections at the input link IF will be denoted by b IF in (m, m b ), where
and symbol |S| means the cardinality of set S. The set of all potential blocking connections for connection
Taking into account condition (1), the number of blocking connections at the input site is calculated as follows:
Definition 6: The set of potential blocking connections
Similarly to the input site definitions, let us denote the sets of required DSU indexes by
, m) and by
The number of blocking connections at the output link OF will be denoted by b OF out (m, m b ), where
The set of all potential blocking connections for connection
Taking into account condition (8) , the number of blocking connections at the output site is calculated as follows:
Definition 7: The set of potential nonblocking connections
The number of nonblocking connections at the input link i will be denoted by n i in (m, m n ), where
Definition 8: The set of potential nonblocking connections
The number of nonblocking connections at the input link IF, IF = i, will be denoted by n IF in (m, m n ), where
The set of all potential nonblocking connections for connection
Taking into account conditions (18) and (19), the number of nonblocking connections is calculated as follows:
(23) 
Definition 9: The set of potential nonblocking connections C
The number of nonblocking connections at the output link j will be denoted by n j out (m, m n ), where:
Definition 10: The set of potential nonblocking connec-
The number of nonblocking connections at the output link OF, OF = j, will be denoted by n OF out (m, m n ), where
The set of all potential nonblocking connections for connection C(i[a], j [b] , m) at the output site is denoted by NC out (m, m n ), where
Taking into account conditions (27) and (28), the number of nonblocking connections is calculated as follows:
An example of sets of potential blocking and nonblocking connections is presented in Fig. 3 .
V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO A. ASSUMPTIONS
The necessary and sufficient nonblocking conditions are proven in the further part of the paper, using the construction of the worst-case scenario. For this purpose, certain assumptions need to be made. The next assumptions are related to nonblocking connections.
Assumption 5: For a given C(i, j, m), the number of potential nonblocking connections from the input site n in (m, m n ) must be maximized.
Let us denote the largest number of nonblocking m n -slot connections from the input site by n max in (m, m n ). From Assumption 5 and conditions (18) and (22), we derive the next assumptions. In the worst-case scenario, the maximum number of middle-stage switches used by the maximum number of blocking connections is searched for. Other assumptions are necessary to construct the worst-case scenario for given a C(i, j, m). (m, m e ) ) in SCS1 switching fabrics for possible blocking m e -slot connections that block connection C(i, j, m), as in (37). 
VI. STRICT-SENSE NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS FOR GIVEN VALUES OF m AND me A. NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS
In this section, the SSNB conditions for asymmetrical SCS1 switching fabrics are derived. The SSNB conditions determine the necessary and sufficient number of middlestage switches for which it is possible to set up m-slot connection, where 1 m min m m max min{f in ; f out }/2 . The number of middle-stage switches depends directly on m and the number of slots that can be used by blocking connections.
Let us assume that a new m-slot connection is to be set up from an input link i and to be directed to an output link j. The new connection C(i, j, m) will be blocked by another m eslot connection if they share at least one DSU index in the interstage link between the input-stage switch and the middlestage switch and/or in the interstage link between a middlestage switch and the output-stage switch. It means that the new connection and the blocking connection must be set up through different middle-stage switches.
Lemma 6: The three-stage SCS1 switching fabric presented in Fig. 2 Proof: The proof is based on the construction of the worst-case scenario presented in Section V. The number of middle-stage switches for blocking m e -slot connections is presented in (37) (on the assumption that every blocking connection is set up through separated middle-stage switches). One more middle-stage switch is necessary and sufficient for connection C(i, j, m). Strict-sense nonblocking switching fabrics are nonblocking for any control algorithm. The maximum number of blocking connections that are set up separately through the maximum number of middle-stage switches constitutes the worst-case scenario, and therefore no more then p b (m, m e ) middle-stage switches will be occupied by blocking m e -slot connections when only two types of connections are allowed in the switching fabrics (m-and m e -slot connections).
When all blocking connections are set up in the switching fabric, there are no more connections that can intersect the new connection C(i, j, m) in the interstage links. It means that the next middle-stage switch has an input link and an output link with m adjacent free DSUs that can be used by the new connection. Therefore, one more over p b (m, m e ) switch is necessary but also sufficient for the new connection.
Value (37) 
VII. CALCULATIONS OF THE MAXIMUM NUMBERS OF BLOCKING AND NONBLOCKING CONNECTIONS FOR GIVEN VALUES OF
potential blocking m e -slot connections in one link can block connection C(i, j, m). However, it is necessary to check if all blocking connections can be set up in one link. The maximum number of blocking m e -slot connections that can be accommodated in one input link is equal to f in /m e . This constraint implies that searching for the number of potential blocking connections that can be set up in one link in the worst-case scenario must be divided into two cases: 1) (m − 2)/m e + 2 f in /m e , 2) (m − 2)/m e + 2 < f in /m e . Additionally, the first case must be divided into two subcases: 1a) m > m e , 1b) m = m e . Case 1a: An example of this case is illustrated in Fig. 5a . In this case, an m-slot connection is set up in link i, and blocking connections are established in another input link k. Blocking connections use at least one DSU index in common with the new connection. It means that in the worst-case scenario, m/m e blocking connections can be set up in a link other than link i.
Moreover, according to Assumption 7, the number of nonblocking connections in every input link must be maximized. It means that the number of blocking connections must be maximized (according to Assumption 2) but that the number of DSUs used by blocking connections must be minimized. It means also that in the worst-case scenario, all blocking m e -slot connections must be set up continuously without any free DSUs between the blocking connections. In the worstcase scenario, for this subcase, a new m-slot connection is set up as
, and the first/last blocking m e -slot connection must be set up as
, m e ). In the example in Fig. 5a , a new connection is set up starting from the first DSU, and the first blocking connection is also set up starting from the first DSU.
Case 1b: The worst-case scenario in this case is presented in Fig. 5b . In this case, the number of blocking m e -slot connections that can be set up in one link is always equal to m/m e + 1 = 2 (m = m e ). The number of free DSUs in the link where the blocking connections are set up must be maximized. It means that the first (or last) blocking m e -slot connection must be set up starting from the first DSU (or ending in the last DSU). Since the new connection is blocked by two blocking connections, it means that some slots among m DSUs are blocked by one connection and that other DSUs remaining from m slots are blocked by the second connection. On the other hand, the number of free continuous DSUs in the link where the new m-slot connection is set up must be maximized (according to Assumption 6). In the worst-case scenario, the first blocking connection blocks m − 1 DSUs, and the second connection always blocks only one DSU. These can be blocking connec-
, m e )) when the new connection is shifted by one slot from the beginning (C(i [2] m) ). An example in which two m e -connections starting from the first DSU are set up in link k and in which a new m-slot connection starting from the second DSU is set up in link i is presented in Fig. 5b .
Case 2. The problem of finding the maximum number of blocking and nonblocking connections in this case is presented in Fig. 6 .
According to Assumption 2, the number of blocking connections in one link must be maximized, but at the same time, according to Assumption 7, the number of nonblocking connections in the same link must also be maximized. This implies that blocking and nonblocking connections must use the minimum number of DSUs. In the worst-case scenario, one blocking connection will use m e DSUs, and these connections must be set up side by side without any free DSUs between the m e -slot connections. The same is true for the nonblocking connections. In the worst-case scenario, it is necessary to shift the new connection C(i, j, m) by some DSUs in relation to the first slot. Such an operation obeys the assumptions that the number of blocking connections must be maximized and that one blocking connection uses at least one DSU in common with the new connection. Shift value s must be minimized because the number of free DSUs (f in − m − s) in link i must be maximized. These free DSUs will be used to set up the maximum number of nonblocking connections according to Assumption 6. Therefore, the shift value will be between 0 and m e − 1. The problem of counting the blocking connections in Case 2 is presented in Fig. 7 .
Similar consideration can be presented for the output site. Taking into account the considerations for Cases 1 and 2, we can calculate the maximum number of blocking connections in one input link for given m and m e as follows: and in one output link as The calculation of the number of DSUs by which a new m-slot connection must be shifted is related to the calculation of the number of blocking connections (see Figures 5 and 7) . Value s d (d = {in, out}) is calculated from formula (42): 
where BC 
where NC 
IX. FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION
In Theorem 1, SSNB conditions are presented for asymmetrical SCS1 switching fabrics in which every connection C(i, j, m), 1 m min m m max min {f in , f out } /2 , can be set up. Let us consider a SCS1 switching fabric that uses functional decomposition of middle-stage switches. In such a switching fabric, the connections are divided into subsets depending on the minimum and maximum numbers of DSUs that can be required by one connection. The connections VOLUME 7, 2019 Each separated subset of middle-stage switches is dedicated to setting up connections belonging to only one subset of connections. When each separated subset of middle-stage switches contains a number of switches that is necessary and sufficient for setting up every connection from one subset of connections, then the whole switching fabric is wide-sense nonblocking.
The idea of functional decomposition is presented in an example in Fig. 8 . All middle-stage switches are divided into three subsets. The switches in subset 1 in this example are used for setting up connections that require only one DSU. Subset 2 is used for connections that require exactly two DSUs, while switches from subset 3 are used to set up connections that require three DSUs.
X. WIDE-SENSE NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS FOR ASYMMETRICAL SCS1 SWITCHING FABRICS WITH FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION A. NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS
The number of middle-stage switches in wide-sense nonblocking switching fabrics with functional decomposition of middle-stage switches is presented in Theorem 2. 
For y = 0, the conditions are the same as in Lemma 7. From (53) for y = 1, the number of middle-stage switches is as follows: 
XI. CONCLUSION
The strict-sense and wide-sense nonblocking conditions for asymmetrical space-conversion-space switching fabrics with continuous multislot connections are derived in this paper. Until now, mainly the nonblocking conditions for multirate switching fabrics have been considered, in which there were no restrictions on the implementation of multirate connections. This article assumes the possibility of implementing multislot connections only in adjacent slots. Such connections are set up, for example, in elastic optical networks. This constraint limits the possibility of using previously known nonblocking conditions, and therefore a new solution had to be found.
In this paper, one of the possible switching fabric architectures called SCS1, was considered. In this switching fabric, conversion is possible only in the middle-stage switches. The general strict-sense nonblocking conditions present a number of middle-stage switches for which every m-slot connection, 1 m min m m max min {f in , f out } /2 , can be set up. This number depends on the switching fabric parameters such as number of input and output links (q in , q out ), the number of slots in the input and output links (f in , f out ), and the number of slots required by one connection (m). Moreover, the SSNB conditions depend on the minimum number of slots that can be required by connections (m min ). Up to now, only a special case of SSNB conditions for SCS1 (SWS1) switching fabrics was known in which the switching fabric was symmetrical and m min = 1.
For example, let us consider an SCS1 switching fabric with q in = 16, q out = 16, f in = 40, f out = 40, and m max = 20 for two different values of m min equal to 1 and 2. From Lemma 7, we calculate p SSNB (1, 20) = 601, which is obtained for m = 20, and p SSNB (2, 20) = 310, which is obtained also for m = 20 (see Fig. 9 ). This means that we can save almost half of the middle-stage switches when we change the m min value slightly.
The second general solution is also presented in this paper. Wide-sense nonblocking conditions for SCS1 switching Fig. 10 ). This means that using such a very simple mechanism as division of connections and middle-stage switches into several subsets can result in significant savings.
Preliminary results show that it is worth considering SCS1 switching fabrics for values of m min greater than 1 and that WSNB SCS1 switching fabrics can be a good solution compared with SSNB switching fabrics. In our future research, we would like to investigate the optimal number of middle-stage switches for different switching fabric parameters and for different values of m min and m.
